The Patterson Foundation (TPF) recently hosted a webinar highlighting the graduate certificate and masters programs offered by Indiana University Lilly Family School of Philanthropy (LFSOP), globally recognized as the first such school of its kind. You may have participated in this webinar and/or expressed interest in learning more about LFSOP programs opportunities.

TPF is delighted to share with you and/or your colleagues a 16-minute video webinar including a presentation by Pamela Clark, Director of Student Services and Admissions at LFSOP and links to additional resources so you can learn more about LFSOPs distance and executive format educational opportunities and their generous scholarship and application fee waiver offer. During these difficult times, many individuals and organizations are redefining how they can personally grow and add value by creating opportunities.

Over the past year and a half, TPF has been proudly collaborating with LFSOP, working with their committed and well-prepared students, excellent faculty, and high-quality academic preparation as a means of strengthening and contributing to individuals, organizations, and communities.

TPF currently works with LFSOP in offering:

- an active Fellows Program for one or more LFSOP graduates
- #TPFStudyAway Week: Experiential Learning at The Patterson Foundation. Within the context of their course, The Future of the Philanthropic Sector quickly transformed into a virtual format—adapting to changing travel restrictions due to COVID-19.

We know your time is valuable and hope this short video, along with the provided links, connects you to easy paths while exploring LFSOP opportunities.

Watch this 16 minute video:
TPF/LFSOP Information Session

Learn more about:
- LFSOP
- LFSOP Certificate Programs
- LFSOP Masters Programs
- LFSOP Program Costs
- LFSOP Scholarship Offer

**SPECIAL SCHOLARSHIP AND APPLICATION FEE WAIVER OFFER**

Apply for Fall 2020 and receive an application fee waiver and a $500/credit hour scholarship for those in The Patterson Foundation’s four county area of Charlotte, DeSoto, Manatee and Sarasota counties.

For additional LFSOP Information, contact Pamela Clark at pamelac@iu.edu

Contact Joni Steinberg, The Patterson Foundation at JoniSteinbergTPF@gmail for further assistance.